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Havit MS78GT wireless universal mouse 
Ensure your comfort  while working in front of  the computer.  The MS78GT works wirelessly,  for  greater freedom and provides a stable
connection of up to 10m. It offers 3-stage resolution adjustment, and thanks to plug&play you can easily connect it to the device of your
choice. The ergonomic design is responsible for long-lasting comfort, and the compact design makes it easy to store.
 
Lightweight, ergonomic design
Enjoy long-lasting comfort with the MS78GT. The mouse from Havit fits perfectly in the hand and provides comfort. It  will  be great for
working in front of a computer. Moreover, it can be used by both right- and left-handed users. In addition, the lightweight and compact
design makes it easy to store.
 
Reliable
The mouse connects to your device wirelessly thanks to 2.4 GHz, so you can enjoy a fast and stable connection of up to 10 meters. All
you need to do is  connect the mini  receiver (included) to the device.  In addition,  the device offers adjustable resolution in the range:
1200-2400-3200 DPI, allowing you to customize its performance. 
 
Included
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mouse
mini receiver
Manufacturer
Havit
Model
MS78GT-G
Color
green
Wireless connection
2.4 GHz
Signal range
10 m
Dimensions
110 x 62 x 36 mm
Number of buttons
6
Resolution
1200-2400-3200 DPI
Lifetime of buttons
3000000 clicks
Power supply
AA battery (alkaline batteries are recommended)

Price:

€ 6.00
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